






























1. Flat specular reflection
2. Single layer and media
3. No vegetation effect
θ θΓ = 𝐶$𝐶%
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G1GS,DID~ 11 + 𝐼𝑆𝑅 2 𝐼𝑆𝑅 = 𝐼%𝐶%
Urban	Local	Spectrogram
July IGARSS	2017 13
Spectrogram collected near Washington, D.C. shows desired persistent narrowband signals
but with significant broadband transient interference.
Rural	Local	Spectrum	1
July IGARSS	2017 14
Spectrogram showing desired persistent narrowband signals with no discernable RFI from undesired signals.
Rural	Local	Spectrum	2
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Spectrogram showing desired narrowband signals with no discernable RFI from undesired signals.
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Discussion
• Rural	spectrum	cleaner	than	Urban	spectrum
• Urban	spectrum	possibly	worst	case	because	
D.C.	area
• Airborne	spectrum	example	appears	clean
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